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The Dogs Of Riga Kurt Wallander
International bestseller: Kurt Wallander and his daughter join forces to hunt for a
ritual killer in this “gripping, beautifully orchestrated” mystery (New York Times
Book Review). Linda Wallander is bored. Having just graduated from the police
academy, she’s waiting to start work with the Ystad police and move into her
own apartment. In the meantime, she’s staying with her father and, like fathers
and daughters everywhere, they are driving each other crazy. Nor will they be
able to escape each other when she moves out. Her father is Inspector Kurt
Wallander, a veteran of the Ystad police force, and the two of them are about to
find themselves working a case that couldn’t be closer to home. Linda’s
childhood friend Anna has disappeared. As the investigation proceeds, she
makes a few rookie mistakes that are both understandable and life-threatening.
But as the case her father is working on dovetails with her own, something far
more dangerous, and chillingly calculated, begins to emerge. A “powerful” and
“thoroughly engaging” thriller from “a master storyteller,” Before the Frost
introduces an unforgettable new heroine to the acclaimed series that is the basis
for the BBC television show starring Kenneth Branagh (San Francisco Chronicle).
International bestseller: Murder becomes a high tech game of cat and mouse in
this “thinking man’s thriller” from the master of Nordic noir (The New York Times
Book Murder). Ystad, Sweden. A man stops at an ATM during his evening walk
and inexplicably falls to the ground dead. Two teenage girls brutally murder a taxi
driver. They are quickly apprehended, shocking local policemen with their
complete lack of remorse. A few days later a blackout cuts power to a large
swath of the country. When a serviceman arrives at the malfunctioning power
substation, he makes a grisly discovery. Inspector Kurt Wallander senses these
events must be linked, but he has to figure out how and why. The search for
answers eventually leads him dangerously close to a group of anarchic terrorists
who hide in the shadows of cyberspace. Somehow, these criminals always seem
to know the police department’s next move. How can a small group of detectives
unravel a plot designed to wreak havoc on a worldwide scale? And will they solve
the riddle before it’s too late? A riveting police procedural about our increasing
vulnerability in the modern digitized world, Firewall “proves once again that
spending time with a glum police inspector in chilly Sweden can be quite thrilling .
. . A notable success” (Publishers Weekly).
A New York Times Editors’ Choice "A welcome addition to the vast literature
produced by jailed writers across the centuries . . . [a] thrilling testament to the
human spirit." —Ariel Dorfman, The New York Times Book Review "Wrestling with
the Devil is a powerful testament to the courage of Ng?g? and his fellow
prisoners and validation of the hope that an independent Kenya would eventually
emerge." —Minneapolis Star Tribune "The Ng?g? of Wrestling with the Devil
called not just for adding a bit of color to the canon’s sagging shelf, but for
abolition and upheaval." —Bookforum An unforgettable chronicle of the year the
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brilliant novelist and memoirist, long favored for the Nobel Prize, was thrown in a
Kenyan jail without charge Wrestling with the Devil, Ng?g? wa Thiong’o’s
powerful prison memoir, begins literally half an hour before his release on
December 12, 1978. In one extended flashback he recalls the night, a year
earlier, when armed police pulled him from his home and jailed him in Kenya’s
Kam?t? Maximum Security Prison, one of the largest in Africa. There, he lives in
a prison block with eighteen other political prisoners, quarantined from the
general prison population. In a conscious effort to fight back the humiliation and
the intended degradation of the spirit, Ng?g?—the world-renowned author of
Weep Not, Child; Petals of Blood; and Wizard of the Crow—decides to write a
novel on toilet paper, the only paper to which he has access, a book that will
become his classic, Devil on the Cross. Written in the early 1980s and never
before published in America, Wrestling with the Devil is Ng?g?’s account of the
drama and the challenges of writing the novel under twenty-four-hour
surveillance. He captures not only the excruciating pain that comes from being
cut off from his wife and children, but also the spirit of defiance that defines hope.
Ultimately, Wrestling with the Devil is a testimony to the power of imagination to
help humans break free of confinement, which is truly the story of all art.
The Dogs of RigaReadHowYouWant.com
Sweden’s most tenacious detective races to unlock the twisted logic behind a
madman’s crimes: “Lyrical, meticulous, and stunningly suspenseful” (St.
Petersburg Times). On Midsummer’s Eve, three friends gather in a secluded
meadow in Sweden. In the beautifully clear twilight, they don 18th-century
costumes and begin a secret role-play. But an uninvited guest soon brings their
performance to a gruesome conclusion. His approach is careful; his aim is
perfect. Three bullets, three corpses. And his plans have only just begun to take
shape. Meanwhile, Inspector Kurt Wallander is just back from vacation.
Constantly fatigued, he soon learns his health is at risk—but there’s no time for
rest when a fellow officer is murdered. Wallander soon discovers that the two
grisly crimes are connected. A serial killer is on the loose, and the only lead is a
photograph of a strange woman no one in Sweden seems to know. Forced to dig
into the personal life of a trusted colleague, Wallander steps into a nightmare
worse than any he could have imagined. Can he find his way out of the darkness
before it’s too late? A pulse-pounding thriller and an incisive investigation into
the mysteries of human nature, One Step Behind is “typical of the dense,
intricate intelligence that Mankell brings to detection and crime writing” (The
Washington Post Book World).
Detective Carl Mørck and his colleagues Assad and Rose must use all of their
resources to uncover the horrifying truth in this heart-pounding Nordic thriller from
the #1 international bestselling author Jussi Adler-Olsen. Carl Mørck holds in his
hands a bottle that contains old and decayed message, written in blood. It is a cry
for help from two young brothers, tied and bound in a boathouse by the sea.
Could it be real? Who are these boys, and why weren’t they reported missing?
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Could they possibly still be alive? Carl’s investigation will force him to cross
paths with a woman stuck in a desperate marriage—her husband refuses to tell
her where he goes, what he does, how long he will be away. For days on end
she waits, and when he returns she must endure his wants, his moods, his
threats. But enough is enough. She will find out the truth, no matter the cost to
her husband—or to herself...
From the New York Times–bestselling author of the Kurt Wallander novels: An
“absorbing” and “chilling” historical mystery “dripping with evil atmosphere”
(The Times, London). December 12, 1945. The Third Reich lies in ruins as a
British warplane lands in Bückeburg, Germany. A man carrying a small black bag
quickly disembarks and travels to Hamelin, where he disappears behind the
prison gates. Early the next day, England’s most experienced hangman
executes twelve war criminals. Fifty-four years later, retired policeman Herbert
Molin is found brutally slaughtered on his remote farm in Härjedalen, Sweden.
The police discover strange tracks in the blood on the floor . . . as if someone had
been practicing the tango. Stefan Lindman is a young police officer who has just
been diagnosed with cancer of the tongue. When he reads about the murder of
his former colleague, he decides to travel north and find out what happened.
Soon he is enmeshed in a puzzling investigation with no witnesses and no
discernible motives. Terrified of the illness that could take his life, Lindman
becomes more and more reckless as he uncovers the links between Molin’s
death, World War II, and an underground neo-Nazi network. Mankell’s
impeccably researched historical thriller is “a worthy successor to the Wallander
whodunits” (The Sunday Telegraph). “[Mankell] never fails to find a deep vein of
humanity within the perpetually furrowed brows of his troubled cops.” —Booklist
When Luigi Spadalfini, the celebrated but unpopular conductor, is found
strangled during a rehearsal break, every member of the orchestra confesses,
and Detective Lieutenant Pratt and the newest officer in his unit must solve the
case.
This book investigates the changing meanings of power and politics in the
Internet age and questions whether the political category of the citizen still has a
meaningful role to play in the highly-mediated dynamics of an increasingly
networked world. To answer such questions, the book analyses and compares
the impact of the Internet on the relationship between state, citizens, and politics
in three countries: the USA, Italy, and China. The book’s journey starts in the
mid-90s and ends in 2016. It pays particular attention to Obama 2008 and Trump
2016 presidential campaigns, the ascendance to power in Italy of the antiestablishment Five Star Movement, and to the enduring Chinese government’s
struggle to control the Internet public opinion. The book challenges the traditional
understanding of power through which the strong typically prevails over the weak.
This leads to a clearer understanding of the wider role citizens can play (and
must play) in a networked political sphere, while it also warns the reader on the
many risks citizens face in a post-truth world. The book challenges the traditional
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understanding of power through which the strong typically prevails over the weak.
This leads to a clearer understanding of the wider role citizens can play (and
must play) in a networked political sphere.
Henning Mankell's first novel, never before released in English, explores the
reflections of a working class man who has struggled against the constraints of
his station for his entire life. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL. The year is 1911. The
young rock blaster Oskar Johansson has been killed in an accident. Or so it says
in the local newspaper. In spite of serious injuries, however, Oskar survives.
Decades later, Oskar looks back and reflects on his working life as an invalid, his
marriage, his dreams, and his hopes. Oskar's life is woven together out of
fragments of voices, images, and episodes that, taken together, provide a sharp
and precise picture of life in Sweden for the working class.
The eleventh riveting installment in the mystery thriller series that inspired the
Netflix crime drama Young Wallander Wallander is "one of the most impressive
creations in crime fiction today.... An old-fashioned moral force and sense of
disquiet of the sort rarely found in contemporary crime fiction." --The Guardian
After nearly thirty years in the same job, Inspector Kurt Wallander is tired,
restless, and itching to make a change. He is taken with a certain old farmhouse,
perfectly situated in a quiet countryside with a charming, overgrown garden.
There he finds the skeletal hand of a corpse in a shallow grave. Wallander’s
investigation takes him deep into the history of the house and the land, until
finally the shocking truth about a long-buried secret is brought to light. Includes
an afterword by the author.
Sweden, winter, 1991. Inspector Kurt Wallander and his team receive an
anonymous tip-off. A few days later a life raft is washed up on a beach. In it are
two men, dressed in expensive suits, shot dead. The dead men were criminals,
victims of what seems to have been a gangland hit. But what appears to be an
open-and-shut case soon takes on a far more sinister aspect. Wallander travels
across the Baltic Sea, to Riga in Latvia, where he is plunged into a frozen, alien
world of police surveillance, scarcely veiled threats, and lies. Doomed always to
be one step behind the shadowy figures he pursues, only Wallander's obstinate
desire to see that justice is done brings the truth to light.
From the creator of the acclaimed Kurt Wallander series: A thrilling story set in
Sweden and Zambia “told with heart-stopping tension” (Entertainment Weekly).
Interweaving past and present, The Eye of the Leopard draws on bestselling
author Henning Mankell’s deep understanding of both Scandinavia and postcolonial Africa. Hans Olofson arrives in Zambia in the 1970s, at the start of its
independence. There, he hopes to fulfill the missionary dream of a boyhood
friend who was unable to make the journey. But he is also there to flee the
traumas of his motherless childhood in provincial Sweden: his father’s
alcoholism, his best friend’s terrible accident, his fear of an ordinary and stifled
fate. Africa is a terrible shock, yet he stays and makes it his home. In all his years
as a mzungu, a wealthy white man among native blacks, he never comes to fully
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understand his adoptive home, or his precarious place in it. Rumors of an
underground army of revolutionaries wearing leopard skins warn him that the
fragile truce between blacks and whites is in danger of rupturing. Alternating
between Hans’s years in Africa and those of his youth in Sweden, The Eye of
the Leopard is a bravura achievement and a study in contrasts—black and white,
poor and wealthy, Africa and Europe—both sinister and elegiac. “Mankell’s
novels are a joy.” —USA Today “A fascinating novel . . . [the] prose is powerful,
and the narrative of The Eye of the Leopard is profound.” —BookReporter “A
thought-provoking, multilayered novel whose themes will challenge and linger.”
—The Courier Mail “Mankell is a master of atmosphere and suspense.” —Los
Angeles Times “Mankell’s novels are the best Swedish export since flatpack
furniture.” —The Guardian “Beautiful, heartbreaking, yet ultimately hopeful . . . A
powerful exploration of the stresses and challenges of freedom.” —Booklist,
starred review
A demented killer is on the warpath and only Wallander can stop him: “Mankell at
his best . . . If you haven’t bought Sidetracked, do so ASAP” (Los Angeles
Times Book Review). Inspector Kurt Wallander’s long-anticipated vacation plans
are interrupted by two horrific deaths: the self-immolation of an unidentified
young woman and the brutal murder of the former minister of justice. As the
police struggle to piece together the few clues they have, the killer strikes again
and again. What connection is there between a retired minister of justice, a
successful art dealer, and a common petty thief? Why does the killer scalp his
victims? And could there be some connection between the young woman’s
suicide and the murders? Sidetracked, winner of the Best Crime Novel of the
Year in Sweden, is an outstanding entry in the series that inspired the BBC
program Wallander starring Kenneth Branagh. Mankell, called “the King of
Crime” by The Economist, infuses police procedural with a searing critique of
contemporary society, from the disintegration of the family and the exploitation of
women to corruption and scandal at the highest levels of government.
“Connoisseurs of the police procedural will tear into this installment like the
seven-course banquet it is” (Kirkus Reviews).
This is the story of young Lukas, who gets a most precious present for his
birthday, a black kitten which he calls Night. Lukas becomes very attached to
Night, so when Night disappears, Lukas is desperate and searches for him
everywhere.
In peaceful southern Sweden, Louise Akerblom, an estate agent, pillar of the
Methodist church, wife and mother, disappears. There is no explanation and no
motive. Inspector Kurt Wallander and his team are called in to investigate. As
Inspector Wallander is introduced to this case, he has a feeling that the victim will
never be found alive.
From the New York Times–bestselling author: A story of one man’s awakening
and “a heartfelt reminder of the many people whose struggles are never known”
(The Plain Dealer). Jesper Humlin, a poet of middling acclaim and
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underwhelming book sales, is facing a crisis. His boy-wonder stockbroker has
squandered Humlin’s investments, and his editor, who says he must write a
crime novel to survive, starts pitching and promoting the nonexistent book
despite Humlin’s emphatic refusals. Then, when he travels to Gothenburg to give
a reading, he finds himself thrust into a world where names shift, stories overlap,
and histories are both deeply secret and in profound need of retelling. Leyla from
Iran, Tanya from Russia, and Tea-Bag, who is from Africa but claims to be from
Kurdistan (because Kurds might receive preferential treatment as
refugees)—these are the shadow girls who become Humlin’s unlikely pupils in
impromptu writing workshops. Though he had imagined their stories as fodder for
his own book, soon their intertwining lives require him to play a much different
role. Offering both surprising humor and heartrending tragedy, The Shadow Girls
is a “passionate and entertaining” triumph that will astonish longtime fans of
Mankell’s acclaimed Kurt Wallander novels as well as readers new to his work
(The Daily Telegraph).
"Sweden, winter, 1991. Inspector Kurt Wallander and his team receive an
anonymous tip-off. A few days later a life raft is washed up on a beach. In it are
two men, dressed in expensive suits, shot dead. The dead men were criminals,
victims of what seems to have been a gangland hit. But what appears to be an
open-and-shut case soon takes on a far more sinister aspect. Wallander travels
across the Baltic Sea, to Riga in Latvia, where he is plunged into a frozen, alien
world of police surveillance, scarcely veiled threats, and lies. Doomed always to
be one step behind the shadowy figures he pursues, only Wallander's obstinate
desire to see that justice is done brings the truth to light." -- Book cover.
Some cases aren’t as cold as you’d think Kurt Wallander’s life looks like it has
taken a turn for the better when his offer on a new house is accepted, only for
him to uncover something unexpected in the garden – the skeleton of a middleaged woman. As police officers comb the property, Wallander attempts to get his
new life back on course by finding the woman’s killer with the aid of his daughter,
Linda. But when another discovery is made in the garden, Wallander is forced to
delve further back into the area's past. A treat for fans and new readers alike, this
is a never before published Kurt Wallander novella
The #1 international-bestselling tale of greed, violence, and corporate power from
the master of Scandinavian noir: “One of his best” (The Times, London). After
killing a man in the line of duty, Inspector Kurt Wallander finds himself deep in a
personal and professional crisis; during more than a year of sick leave, he turns
to drink and vice to quiet his lingering demons. Once he pulls himself together, he
vows to quit the Ystad police force for good—just before a friend who had asked
Wallander to look into the death of his father winds up dead himself, shot three
times. Far from leaving police work behind, Wallander instead must investigate a
formidable suspect: a powerful business tycoon at the helm of a multinational
company engaged in extralegal activities. Ann-Britt Höglund, the department’s
first female detective, proves to be Wallander’s best ally as he tries to pierce the
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smiling façade of the suspicious mogul. But just as he comes close to uncovering
the truth, Wallander finds his own life being threatened. In this “exquisitely
plotted” thriller, Henning Mankell’s mastery of the modern police
procedural—which has earned him legions of fans worldwide and inspired the
BBC show Wallander starring Kenneth Branagh—is on vivid display (Publishers
Weekly). “This is crime fiction of the highest order.” —Publishers Weekly, starred
review “Compelling . . . Skillfully plotted and suspenseful. . . . A thriller for the
thinking reader.” —The Dallas Morning News “Mankell’s novels are a joy.” —USA
Today “Absorbing. . . . In the masterly manner of P.D. James, Mankell projects
his hero’s brooding thoughts onto nature itself.” —The New York Times
“Wallander is a loveable gumshoe. . . . He is one of the most credible creations
in contemporary crime fiction.” —The Guardian
A dazzling short story collection from the person Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
calls “one of the greatest writers of our time” Ng?g? wa Thiong’o, although
renowned for his novels, memoirs, and plays, honed his craft as a short story
writer. From “The Fig Tree, ” written in 1960, his first year as an undergraduate
at Makerere University College in Uganda, to the playful “The Ghost of Michael
Jackson,” written as a professor at the University of California, Irvine, these
collected stories reveal a master of the short form. Covering the period of British
colonial rule and resistance in Kenya to the bittersweet experience of
independence—and including two stories that have never before been published
in the United States— Ng?g?’s collection features women fighting for their space
in a patriarchal society, big men in their Bentleys who have inherited power from
the British, and rebels who still embody the fighting spirit of the downtrodden.
One of Ng?g?’s most beloved stories, “Minutes of Glory,” tells of Beatrice, a sad
but ambitious waitress who fantasizes about being feted and lauded over by the
middle-class clientele in the city’s beer halls. Her dream leads her on a witty and
heartbreaking adventure. Published for the first time in America, Minutes of Glory
and Other Stories is a major literary event that celebrates the storytelling might of
one of Africa’s best-loved writers.
From the bestselling author of the Kurt Wallander mysteries: An “uplifting . . .
grittily realistic” fable about war-torn Africa and a mystical orphan boy (The New
York Times) A single gunshot cracks the silence of a hot African night. On the
rooftop of a local theater company, a ten-year-old boy slowly dies of bullet
wounds. He is Nelio, a leader of street kids, rumored to be a healer and a
prophet, and possessed of a strangely ancient wisdom. One of the millions of
poor people “forced to eat life raw,” Nelio refuses to be taken to the hospital.
Instead, he tells the unforgettable story of his life to a sole witness. Over the
course of nine nights, a baker named José Antonio listens as bandits cruelly raze
Nelio’s village, propelling him to join the legions of abandoned children living in
the streets. A grand act of imagination intended to prove to his comrades that
existence must be more than mere survival, cuts Nelio’s life short. As the tale
unfolds, José is forever changed. He becomes the Chronicler of Winds, vowing to
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reveal Nelio’s magical words to all who will listen. Short-listed for the Nordic
Council Prize for Literature and nominated for the Swedish Publishers
Association’s August Prize, Chronicler of Winds is a beautifully crafted novel that
is a testament to the power of storytelling itself. “Mankell writes eloquently of the
realities of poverty and violence without becoming sugary or didactic. . . . An
expert craftsman” (The Observer, London).
“Ranks with Vonnegut’s best and goes one step beyond . . . joyous, soaring
fiction.”—The Atlanta Journal and Constitution Broad humor and bitter irony
collide in this fictional autobiography of Rabo Karabekian, who, at age seventyone, wants to be left alone on his Long Island estate with the secret he has
locked inside his potato barn. But then a voluptuous young widow badgers Rabo
into telling his life story—and Vonnegut in turn tells us the plain, heart-hammering
truth about man’s careless fancy to create or destroy what he loves. Praise for
Bluebeard “Vonnegut is at his edifying best.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer “The
quicksilver mind of Vonnegut is at it again. . . . He displays all his talents—satire,
irony, ridicule, slapstick, and even a shaggy dog story of epic proportions.”—The
Cincinnati Post “[Kurt Vonnegut is] a voice you can trust to keep poking holes in
the social fabric.”—San Francisco Chronicle “It has the qualities of classic Bosch
and Slaughterhouse Vonnegut. . . . Bluebeard is uncommonly feisty.”—USA
Today “Is Bluebeard good? Yes! . . . This is vintage Vonnegut—good wine from
his best grapes.”—The Detroit News “A joyride . . . Vonnegut is more fascinated
and puzzled than angered by the human stupidities and contradictions he
discerns so keenly. So hop in his rumble seat. As you whiz along, what you
observe may provide some new perspectives.”—Kansas City Star
Inspector Kurt Wallander searches for a ruthless killer as he uncovers the link
between the murders of four nuns and another unidentified woman in an Algerian
convent and the death of a birdwatcher found skewered in a pit of carefully
sharpened bamboo poles.
Detective Wallander is haunted by the spectre of a murder he was unable to prevent as a
young policeman. Years after the event, the daughter of the murder victim, now a heroin
addict, dies of an overdose. A distressed Wallander is assigned to investigate the crash of a
light airplane and a detonated armour piercing shell is found in the wreckage. A few days later,
two elderly sisters are killed in an explosion in a sewing supplies shop. Traces of an advanced
explosive are found in the burnt-out shop and evidence soon mounts to indicate that both
events are tied to a showdown between two rival narcotics gangs.
When a life raft carrying the bodies of two Eastern European criminals washes up on the
Swedish coastline, Inspector Kurt Wallender travels to Riga, Latvia, where he struggles against
corruption and deceit and risks his own life to uncover the truth.
The 1991 discovery in a life raft of the bodies of two men clad in expensive suits sparks an
investigation in Sweden to determine whether the men were Eastern European criminals, as
investigator Kurt Wallander travels to Latvia at the height of the turmoil over the breakup of the
Soviet Union. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.
The bestselling author of the Kurt Wallander series delivers a “short, beautiful, and ultimately
life-affirming novel” about the path to self-acceptance (Booklist). From the prize-winning
“master of atmosphere” comes the surprising and affecting story of a man well past middle
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age who suddenly finds himself on the threshold of renewal (The Boston Globe). Living on a
tiny island that is surrounded by ice during the long winter months, Fredrik Welin is so lost to
the world that he cuts a hole in the ice every morning and lowers himself into the freezing
water to remind himself that he is alive. Haunted by memories of the terrible mistake that drove
him to this island and away from a successful career as a surgeon, he lives in a stasis so
complete that an anthill grows undisturbed in his living room. When an unexpected visitor
disrupts this frigid existence, Frederik begins an eccentric, elegiac journey—one that displays
the full height of Henning Mankell’s storytelling powers. A deeply human tale of loss and
redemption, Italian Shoes is “a voyage into the soul of a man” expertly crafted with “snares
that Mankell has hidden with a hunter’s skill inside this spectral landscape” (The Guardian).
“Beautiful.” —The Boston Globe “A fine meditation on love and loss.” —The Sunday Telegraph
“Intense and precisely detailed. . . . A hopeful account of a man released from self-imposed
withdrawal.” —The Independent “The creator of police detective Kurt Wallander presents a tale
of mortal reckoning in which all the deaths are natural but none the less powerful.” —Kirkus
Reviews
John Rebus returns to investigate the disappearances of three women from the same road
over ten years. For the last decade, Nina Hazlitt has been ready to hear the worst about her
daughter's disappearance. But with no sightings, no body, and no suspect, the police
investigation ground to a halt long ago, and Nina's pleas to the cold case department have led
her nowhere. Until she meets the newest member of the team: former Detective John Rebus.
Rebus has never shied away from lost causes - one of the many ways he managed to
antagonize his bosses when he was on the force. Now he's back as a retired civilian, reviewing
abandoned files. Necessary work, but it's not exactly scratching the itch he feels to be in the
heart of the action. Two more women have gone missing from the same road where Sally
Hazlitt was last seen. Unlike his skeptical colleagues, Rebus can sense a connection - but
pursuing it leads him into the crosshairs of adversaries both old and new. Rebus may have
missed the thrill of the hunt, but he's up against a powerful enemy who's got even less to lose.
On the twentieth anniversary of Ian Rankin's first American publication comes a novel bursting
with the vitality and suspense that made its author one of crime fiction's most dazzling stars.
Standing in Another Man's Grave is the triumphant return of John Rebus, and a riveting story
of sin, redemption, and revenge.
The tenth riveting installment in the mystery thriller series that inspired the Netflix crime drama
Young Wallander "As satisfying for its emotional depth as its suspense . . . A gripping
mystery.” —PEOPLE Magazine A retired navy officer has vanished in a forest near Stockholm.
Kurt Wallander is prepared to stay out of the relatively straightforward investigation—which is,
after all, another detective’s responsibility—but the missing man is his daughter’s father-in-law.
With his typical disregard for rules and regulations, Wallander is soon pursuing his own brand
of dogged detective work on someone else’s case. His methods are often questionable, but
the results are not: he finds an extremely complex situation which may involve the secret police
and ties back to Cold War espionage. Adding to Wallander’s concerns are more personal
troubles. Having turned sixty, and having long neglected his health, he’s become convinced
that his memory is failing. As he pursues this baffling case, he must come to grips not only with
the facts at hand, but also with his own troubling situation.
The runaway Estonian bestseller tells the imaginative and moving story of a boy tasked with
preserving ancient traditions in the face of modernity. Set in a fantastical version of medieval
Estonia, The Man Who Spoke Snakish follows a young boy, Leemet, who lives with his huntergatherer family in the forest and is the last speaker of the ancient tongue of snakish, a
language that allows its speakers to command all animals. But the forest is gradually emptying
as more and more people leave to settle in villages, where they break their backs tilling the
land to grow wheat for their “bread” (which Leemet has been told tastes horrible) and where
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they pray to a god very different from the spirits worshipped in the forest’s sacred grove. With
lothario bears who wordlessly seduce women, a giant louse with a penchant for swimming, a
legendary flying frog, and a young charismatic viper named Ints, The Man Who Spoke Snakish
is a totally inventive novel for readers of David Mitchell, Sjón, and Terry Pratchett.
The assignment was simple: stake out the man's home and kill him. Easy work for a
professional like Quarry. But when things go horribly wrong, Quarry finds himself with a new
mission: learn who hired him, and make the bastard pay. NOW A CINEMAX TELEVISION
SERIES! The longest-running series from Max Allan Collins, author of Road to Perdition, and
the first ever to feature a hitman as the main character, the Quarry novels tell the story of a
paid assassin with a rebellious streak and an unlikely taste for justice. Once a Marine sniper,
Quarry found a new home stateside with a group of contract killers. But some men aren't made
for taking orders - and when Quarry strikes off on his own, god help the man on the other side
of his nine-millimeter...
From the internationally acclaimed author of the Kurt Wallander mysteries comes an
extraordinary stand-alone novel - both a mystery and a sweeping drama - that traces the
legacy of the nineteenth-century slave trade between China and America. January 2006. In the
small Swedish hamlet of Hesjövallen, a horrific scene is discovered: nineteen people have
been tortured and massacred an the only clue is a red silk ribbon found at the scene. Judge
Birgitta Roslin has a particular reason to be shocked by the crime: her mother's adoptive
parents, the Andréns, are among the victims. Investigating further, she learns that an Andrén
family living in Nevada has also been murdered. Travelling to Hesjövallen, she finds a diary,
kept by a gangmaster on the railway built across America in the 1860s, full of vivid descriptions
of the brutality with which the Chinese and other slave workers were treated. She discovers
that the red silk ribbon found at the crime scene came from a local Chinese restaurant, and
she learns that a Chinese man, a stranger to the town, was staying at a local boarding house
at the time of the atrocity. The police insist that only a lunatic could have committed such a
horrific crime, but Birgitta suspects that there is much more to it, and she is determined to
uncover the truth. Her search takes her from Sweden to Beijing and back, but Mankell's
narrative also takes us 150 years into the past: to China and America when the hatred that
fuelled the massacre was born, a hatred transformed and complicated over time and that will
catch up to Birgitta as she draws ever closer to discovering who is behind the Hesjövallen
murders.
12 year old Joel lives with his father in the cold northern part of Sweden. At night he often
sneaks out of his father's house to look for a lonely dog he has seen from his window. On the
bridge across the icy river he starts a secret society and has adventures. But one night he
discovers that his father's bed is also empty and will have to come terms with his father's newfound love. The harsh reality of Joel's world comes vividly to life and leaves the reader
spellbound.
The second installment in the bestselling Danish crime series starring Red Cross nurse Nina
Borg, following Fall 2011's New York Times–bestselling The Boy in the Suitcase In the ruins of
an abandoned Soviet military hospital in northern Hungary, two impoverished Roma boys are
scavenging for old supplies or weapons to sell on the black market when they stumble upon
something more valuable than they ever could have anticipated. The resulting chain of events
threatens to blow the lives of a frightening number of people. Meanwhile, in Denmark, Red
Cross nurse Nina Borg puts her life and family on the line when she tries to treat a group of
Hungarian Gypsies who are living illegally in a Copenhagen garage. What are they hiding, and
what is making them so sick? Nina is about to learn how high the stakes are among the
desperate and the deadly. From the Hardcover edition.
The first three novels in Henning Manning's Kurt Wallander series are now available in a trade
paperback set. Mystery fans across America are discovering the international bestseller
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Read Online The Dogs Of Riga Kurt Wallander
Henning Mankell and his character Kurt Wallander, the veteran Swedish police detective.
FACELESS KILLERS First in the Kurt Wallander series. It was a senselessly violent crime: on
a cold night in a remote Swedish farmhouse an elderly farmer is bludgeoned to death, and his
wife is left to die with a noose around her neck. And as if this didn't present enough problems
for the Ystad police Inspector Kurt Wallander, the dying woman's last word is foreign, leaving
the police the one tangible clue they have-and in the process, the match that could inflame
Sweden's already smoldering anti-immigrant sentiments. THE DOGS OF RIGA Second in the
Kurt Wallander series. On the Swedish coastline, two bodies, victims of grisly torture and cold
execution, are discovered in a life raft. With no witnesses, no motives, and no crime scene,
Detective Kurt Wallander is frustrated and uncertain he has the ability to solve a case as
mysterious as it is heinous. But after the victims are traced to the Baltic state of Latvia, a
country gripped by the upheaval of Soviet disintegration, Major Liepa of the Riga police takes
over the investigation. Thinking his work done, Wallander slips into routine once more, until
suddenly, he is called to Riga and plunged into an alien world where shadows are everywhere,
everything is watched, and old regimes will do anything to stay alive. THE WHITE LIONESS
Third in the Kurt Wallander series. The execution-style murder of a Swedish housewife looks
like a simple case even though there is no obvious suspect. But then Wallander learns of a
determined stalker, and soon enough, the cops catch up with him. But when his alibi turns out
to be airtight, they realize that what seemed a simple crime of passion is actually far more
complex--and dangerous. The search for the truth behind the killing eventually uncovers an
assassination plot, and Wallander soon finds himself in a tangle with both the secret police and
a ruthless foreign agent. Combining compelling insights into the sinister side of modern life with
a riveting tale of international intrigue, The White Lioness keeps you on the knife-edge of
suspense.
The darkest secrets are buried the deepest. Meg Morrissey has just lost her job, and her
partner to an overseas assignment, when she is called back to the family home of Hunters
Reach in the picturesque Adelaide Hills. Her ailing grandmother, who raised her when she was
orphaned as a child, has always been a formidable figure in her life, and this is hardly a
welcome summons. When Meg arrives at the ramshackle old homestead, she learns that the
place is up for sale. She is expected to care for the property with its extensive garden, while
packing up the contents of the house. As she begins the arduous work of bringing the grand
old homestead back to its former glory, she is forced to examine the question that has plagued
her all her life - why nobody loved her as a child. As the house unfolds the history of an earlier
age, it also spills out secrets Meg had never imagined - in particular, the discovery of an aunt
she never knew, her mother's twin sister, Iris. The discovery brings horror in its wake, as Meg
learns the secrets of the missing girl and the truth behind a wicked heart where love simply
never existed. The more she uncovers, the more questions she has. With her grandmother
unwilling to share what she knows, Meg must seek out the truth for herself. Set against the
stunning backdrop of the Australian bush in summer, with the ever-present threat of bushfire at
its back, this is a highly evocative story of secrets and betrayal from the bestselling author of
Croc Country.
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